SCCPA Convention Opens Here Tomorrow

Winthrop Cooperative Cafeteria Plans

YWCA and Senate Head '44 Project

Will Open in December

College Men's and Women's Clubs Are Formed

Tentative plans for a Winthrop cooperative cafeteria have been formulated and announced by the Senate committee that is working with the YWCA and the administrative officials. These plans foresee that the cafeteria will open in December. At first, it will be open only on weekdays. On the weekend, Saturday supper and breakfast will be added, but an extra charge is expected for these meals. The cafeteria will be open from 7 a.m. to 9:30 p.m.

The cafeteria is a non-profit venture and will be run on a cooperative basis. Those who will share the profit, if any, according to their contributions and management on the job there. Tickets will be sold at the time of purchase, and the amount is redeemable at the end of the fiscal year. The kitchen workers are a part of the amount spent.

The cafeteria manager, in charge of the cafeteria, has not been named. Other workers will be secured by means of a systematic volunteer system. They will be by the hour, but they wish they could contribute their services free.

The cafeteria will be located in the Johnson Hall. No new room has occupied the "second floor" of the administration of the sophomore committee. The "second floor" of Johnson Hall is now occupied by the Goodyear, Elois Nicholson and "Day" Parker.

Two Student Sands Plays Given For Assembly

Two one-act plays, "Overtones" by Maree and "The Three Ups and Downs" by Edgar, will be presented in assembly this afternoon. Miss Ann Mims is director of both plays. "Overtones" by Maree tells a short love story, a play which mirrors the real lives of Winthrop women. The "The Three Ups and Downs" by Edgar, a cabled comedy, consists of three scenes: the evening, the morning and the afternoon.

The ten women invent their parts with "The Three Ups and Downs", as Scriptwriter Edith Eiffel's "script" (Hedda Gabler) does her part, presented by Miss Margaret Howard, Miss Mary Frances Swanks.

Committee chairs are Mary Kollmann, Ruth Bash, Karen Cogswell, Marion Wright, Margaret Lassner and Betty Sunset.

Senior Writeups For The Tatler Are Extended

Betty Sanders, editor of the Tatler, announced this week that the Tatler would be extended. "We have been too busy," states Mrs. Sanders, "for such an extended edition to be put in." The Tatler will be turned in to the World Student Service Fund at the week-end, according to Miss Fink. In charge of the Tatler staff is Miss Florence Salls, who is in charge of the Tatler staff.

Winthrop Goes On The Air December 9

Winthrop will go on the air December 9 at 4:45 for an informational ten-minute broadcast, for which WIS, Columbia, will be used. The broadcast will be the first of a series of ten-minute broadcasts for the University.
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What Price Initiations

What price initiations do we deserve on our campus today?

Every few months we meet someone who speaks about the world, who looks like the end of the world, who is gathering students for a new program, for some new project, for some new approach to carrying out some stunt or who is doing something that seems to be going somewhere that we don't understand. Often we visit with him and he tells us what he is doing, who he is working with and what he is trying to accomplish. Sometimes we may find him working with campus organizations in taping new members now.

Initiatives can be and are a lot of fun. They can be exciting. They can be a lot of fun. But the ones that we have seen too much of are the ones where you can be a real whirlwind of activities that add color and excitement to the everyday activities on the campus.

Hitting a New High

Three bits of color brightening Winthrop's payaways, P. O. bulletin boards, and campus organizations have made a contribution to Winthrop's long list of innocuous or unconscious as we are of it.

Described in those memories we have seen something quite nice, quite rare, quite unique, quite different, and what we are going to do here is talk about it. We are going to talk about the interesting design and the interesting details that we suddenly aware that poster can not only be very interesting art work in themselves.

And each year, Winthrop posters seem to get more original and more interesting. Behind the scenes of poster-making, the art department people have worked through classes and clubs to pride the standards. They have even offered an extra for all the work that we have done to put them up.

Jason Zellman: "What is more important than making a poster? Our contributions are needed — I know our contributions are needed — is the question of the moment.

Captian Robert L. Goldman: The art work that we do is the most important art work that we can have. It covers many fields and has been used for many uses. It is a phase which particularly appeals to me is what it does for American posters.

As long as we can bring to bear our imagination and get the ideas that we have, we can consider the social issues and suffering and the beauty of life can be shown in these solutions in this horrific conflict.

In that way, the important part of the war we are waging is to present human beings who are receiving the agreement in those that in courses we can present constructive ideas that will help us build the peace we are fighting for.

Green Grass

Every time we even think green grass we have to fight for it. But poster will refuse to put it out and if it is, Ground Marshall Oates will be kept for our reception room. This is our time to be our persistent question, when we are asking for the coal, we are asking for the coal of our will come in just when two circumstances. We do not feel that we are doing the right thing.

To give a dash of green to the campus very soon will be going to take a dash of green to our lives. We feel that our lives will be in danger. Underneath that turf there is a world of beauty that is too little will be up with the next rain, it is our turn; let's give it our support.

We'd compliment the art people for making, the art department people have worked through classes and clubs to pride the standards. They have even offered an extra for all the work that we have done to put them up.

A Forum for Dissemination of Campus Opinion

The Campus Town Hall

By MARY NEAL HARPER

The Johnsonian wants to create a regular feature and develop it as a vehicle for the Education, August 13, 1963.
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**Registrant's Report Reveals Point Ratios Of '43 Class**

**25 Per Cent Of 'Grads' Make 1.84**

A statistical report from the Registrar's office this week reveals that 25 per cent of last year's graduating class of 318 seniors averaged a point quality ratio of 1.64 or higher. Five per cent of the group were honor graduates, with an index ranging from 3.0 to 3.9, students whose averages make a little over 1.44 a month or slightly too small to rank in the upper fourth of the class.

**Second Fourth Group**

The second fourth group of students also included a large number of students who averaged a point quality ratio of 1.54. The next group of students, however, who averaged a point quality ratio of 1.44. The last group of students who averaged a point quality ratio of 1.34. This group included a large number of students who averaged a point quality ratio of 1.24. The last group of students who averaged a point quality ratio of 1.14. This group included a large number of students who averaged a point quality ratio of 1.04. This group included a large number of students who averaged a point quality ratio of 0.94. This group included a large number of students who averaged a point quality ratio of 0.84. This group included a large number of students who averaged a point quality ratio of 0.74. This group included a large number of students who averaged a point quality ratio of 0.64. This group included a large number of students who averaged a point quality ratio of 0.54. This group included a large number of students who averaged a point quality ratio of 0.44. This group included a large number of students who averaged a point quality ratio of 0.34. This group included a large number of students who averaged a point quality ratio of 0.24. This group included a large number of students who averaged a point quality ratio of 0.14. This group included a large number of students who averaged a point quality ratio of 0.04.
Of People...  

BRIEFS ... And Things  

CHARLOTTE ALUMNAE MEET  

The Charlotte chapter of the Winthrop Alumnae association will meet Wednesday at 6:45 in the library for the annual Christmas meeting. 

Mrs. Walter B. Roberts spoke on "Tell This to the Marines." The Girls' Home Economics club sponsored the meeting.

NEW MEMBERS IN ALABAMA  

Dr. Paul M. Wheeler, head of the English department, recently received an article on the Christian Science Monitor which was published in the November issue. 

The article was entitled "The Scarlet Letter" and appeared in the November issue.

ART CLUB  

Brush and Palette, art club, met Tuesday afternoon in the art department studio. Pictures were made for club and society activities.

L. F. RASHER RETURNS  

L. C. D. Hooper, assistant technical officer of the 4th College Training Detachment, has returned to his post at Ft. Ransom after attending a school for technical officers at Randolph Field, Tex.

JEANNETTE ROTH  

accompanied at the organ by Miss Mark Goodwill of Maxwell Field.

TUESDAY, NOVEMBER 9  

WINTRHOPIANS MEET  

The triple trio sang Shelley's "My Kingdom for a Cook" with Donald Duck—War News. The girls practicing home economics are learning to read music and playing in the winthrop hall until noon.

ARTICLE PUBLISHED  

Dr. Paul M. Wheeler, head of the English department, recently received an article on the Christian Science Monitor which was published in the November 8 issue.

The article was entitled "The Scarlet Letter," and appeared in the November 8 issue.

SUMTER WRITER PRAISES SWANK FOR PERFORMANCE  

Quoting from an article written by a Sumter Daily herald, "Hermia is the word for Winthrop. Winthrop college all girl orchestra gets final bulletin of the year, and at 8 PM final Sunday. The girls not only plan in their tempest but use their imagination profitability. One of the most artistic productions of the season was conducted by Miss Pattie Dowd in the English department, recently received an article on the Christian Science Monitor which was published in the November issue. The article was entitled "The Scarlet Letter," and appeared in the November issue.
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By Martha Bee Anderson

The people who make it possible are the current social log. It is the season's second proper dance, and the current social log is the season's second proper dance. Steaks, Chicken Dinners, Sandwiches, and Drinks:

- Steaks
- Chicken Dinners
- Sandwiches
- Drinks

The exclusive eating place in Rock Hill.

The Blue Mirror
Main Street

Wednesday birthdays are for Celeste Coleman Saturday night when Bessie Betty Wilson greeted a surprise party in Hotel Andrew Jackson. A "special treat" column on clothes and manners on the campus from this Saturday for an end-of-the-weekend article that higher plane of journalism called reporting, lest said ed realize the blank space that filled the typewriter. The people who make it possible are the current social log. It is the season's second proper dance.
Campus Fitness Activities Begin Monday Night

Plan Stress
Daily Hour
Of Activity

Participants Turn Out
Each Monday For
Hours: Keep Record
Daily Activity

 ruined by physical therapist Dr. Donnis Martin.

Miss Clarina Cornwell. Miss Ruth Eady, Dr. Donnis Martin,
class spirit to soar as the teams meet in stiff competition produced by
of the winner.

spared the fate predicted for them by Master of Ceremonies. Dr.

It was as though the valley had come to life and

Mr. Tucker's Jewelers

The London Printery

SUCCESSORS TO

Now everybody's talking
At the Fountain
Peck-Pioli Company, Long Island City, N.Y.

ROCK HILL PEPSI-COLA BOTTLING CO.

Folk Dance Club
Uses English Theme
In Holiday Program

Gaining the swing of things for the Christmas season, plans for a special dance program are in December; these will offer a suitable theme for the folk dance club and give it a

Teaching Health Problems Among Students

Taking a vital step to further the campus physical fitness program, the faculty health commit-

At Last

For weeks now we have been trying to get this thing on the

Fitness Facts

1. Burn. Use less sugar and more

2. Clothes that fit properly

3. Take cold baths.

4. Maintain room temperature and

5. Build up body resistance.

6. Take cool baths.

“It’s Here!”

A complete line of

EATON’S

A beautiful assortment to select from.

RECORD PRINTING

And Office Supply Co.

WHITE PRINTING CO., Inc.

The London Printery

135—137 HAMPTON STREET

Surprise her this Christmas eve with a

$75 surprise her this Christmas eve with the ring!

TUCKER’S JEWELERS
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